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Atlas is pleased to announce our Fundamentals of Weathering I and II Seminars  
on May 5 and 6, 2020 in sunny Phoenix, Arizona.
Weathering and degradation can be a complicated and confusing subject. For that reason, Atlas offers a series of educational 
seminars designed to help you and your colleagues better understand how various factors of weather and climate may affect 
materials so that you have all the necessary information you need to effectively and efficiently perform product testing.

Highlights:
•  The seminar includes a DSET site tour: During the tour, see Atlas' 
  newest outdoor accelerated test instruments:  
  the Ultra-Accelerated EMMA®, Low-Temperature EMMA®  
  and Ultra-Accelerated Weathering System in action.

•  The latest developments in weathering testing including the  
  brand-new Ci4400 Weather-Ometer®, high irradiance testing,  
  and Atlas' S3T Specific Surface Temperature System technology.

•  Detailed information on ASTM D7869, the new standard   
  test method for automotive (transportation) coatings.

Course Details:
Fundamentals of Weathering I Seminar
This seminar emphasizes lightfastness and weathering durability testing techniques. These techniques include natural and accelerated 
outdoor exposure testing as well as laboratory accelerated methods and instruments. The seminar will introduce the basics of how 
various factors of weather and climate, such as solar radiation, heat and moisture, may affect materials and how to test the resistance 
of a formulation or product to them. Special attention is given to the testing techniques of paints and protective coatings, automotive 
materials, architectural building products and molded plastic materials. Textile and fiber lightfastness and weatherability are also 
discussed. 

Important to note: the FOW courses in Phoenix will include a tour of the Atlas DSET outdoor exposure site.
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Fundamentals of Weathering II Seminar
This seminar examines in greater detail how various factors of weather and climate, such as solar radiation, heat and moisture, 
may affect materials and how to test the resistance of a formulation or product to them. Topics of discussion will also include how 
measuring devices for light, moisture, and temperature function, and the identification of some common errors associated with 
their use. In addition, the way advanced laboratory equipment controls irradiance, humidity, and temperature will be addressed in 
greater detail, as well as a review of visual and instrumental evaluation methods for both appearance and physical attributes. Detailed 
background and development information on ASTM D7869, the new standard test method for automotive (transportation) coatings.

Course Dates:

• May 5, 2020: 8 am - 5 pm
• May 6, 2020: 8 am - 4 pm    

Course Fees*:

• Fundamentals of Weathering I - $385 per attendee
• Fundamentals of Weathering II - $385 per attendee

             
*Qualify for an early bird discount – Register for both March courses in Phoenix, AZ by March 31, 2020 and receive a 20% discount  
on course fees! Course fees include seminar materials, DSET site tour, lunch and refreshments and a dinner on the first day of the event.

Seminar Venue:
Pointe Hilton Squaw Peak Resort
7677 North 16th Street
Phoenix, AZ 85020
T: 602.997.2626, F: 602.997.2391

A room quota under the name of “Atlas” is reserved in the hotel for self-bookings. Single or Double Room Occupancy Rate: $199 
per night (includes complimentary $35 daily resort fee): https://book.passkey.com/e/49940995

To register to attend one of the above courses, please use this link: https://cvent.me/E55nAP

Cancellation Policy - These events are subject to change based on demand and availability. Should the seminars need to be cancelled due to insufficient registration 
(minimum registrant requirements vary), registrants will be given the option to receive a credit towards a future seminar or be fully refunded. Atlas will notify regis-
trants of cancelled activities at least four weeks prior to the event.
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